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HETAS Technical Bulletin #3
November 2014 

Exclusively for HETAS Registrants             

Bruce Allen, CEO

Welcome to the third instalment of the HETAS Technical Bulletin, where our team keep you 
updated with the latest industry-specific news.  In this edition we build on our guidance 
discussing the issues surrounding installing modern stoves in dwellings with combustible 
roofs, external air supplies, new competencies for notifying jobs, header tanks, installing 
into a garage and more.  We’ve included some engaging & informative information and 
don’t forget if you need to you can contact our Technical Helpline Team - details on page 6.
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Since publication of the guidance document we have been made aware of 
installations that have not taken account of the ADJ guidance on chimney heights 
above combustible roofs.  This guidance is very clear in ADJ and should always be 
complied with.  The extended chimney height has historically protected the thatch 
roof from burning embers that may be emitted from the chimney, either allowing 
time for the embers to cool before dropping onto the thatch, or the extra height 
allowing the embers to be carried away from the property.  The guidance in ADJ 
together with the HETAS guidance note should always be taken into account when 
working on a thatched property even though the height of the terminal will be 
significantly higher than would be expected on a non-combustible roof. 

Combustible Roofs

HETAS Technical Director Robert Burke on the issues surrounding higher 
efficiency appliances replacing open fires in buildings with roofs made of 
thatch or other combustible surfaces. 

Back in 2009 HETAS produced the guidance document “Chimneys 
in Thatched Properties - Compliance with Building Regulations 
when installing or repairing a chimney or re-thatching a roof that 
abuts a chimney” This was written in response to a number of 
grey areas within the Building Regulations guidance to Approved 
Document J that made it difficult for installers to know how to 
apply the correct distance to combustible materials from a flue to 
the surrounding thatch roof.  The guidance has proved useful in allowing installers to 
understand how to safely install an appliance to an existing chimney without allowing 
the external surface of the chimney to become so hot within the area of the thatched 
roof that the thatch could spontaneously combust.  The article wasn’t intended to cover 
all of the regulation regarding combustible roofs as much of the guidance in ADJ is 
already very clear in its requirements.

The illustration below shows a property with and without a thatched roof and clearly 
demonstrates the effect of the increased chimney height requirements for the thatched 
property.

http://www.hetas.co.uk
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Our new numbers are:

Main office:  01684 278170

Technical: 01684 278194

Structural elements of the chimney must also be taken into consideration and it is 
highly likely that the stack will exceed the 4.5 times height of the narrowest dimension 
of the chimney stack’s cross section.  In order to achieve such a high chimney stack it 
may be necessary to securely brace the stack back to the building structure and may 
require the services of a structural engineer to survey and propose the best solution. 

Carl Gurney from HETAS Insurance Services adds this on the subject:

When installing a solid fuel appliance in a thatched property 
you must ensure you comply with the current Building 
Regulations, paying special attention to the height of the 
chimney stack. 

The current regulations state that the height of the chimney 
stack should be 1.8 metres above the height of the thatch and 
HETAS Insurance Services advise that you should always adhere to this.  You may be 
advised by the current buildings’ insurer or English Heritage (if a listed building) that 
it is acceptable to have a lower height of stack; this is not a guarantee that if a claim 
arises that this will exonerate you from any future allegations, especially should 
there be third party bodily injury.  Therefore we would strongly suggest you do not 
undertake the work unless the Building Regulations are completely adhered to - 
without exception. 

HETAS Has Moved

Please be aware that HETAS has moved offices. 

All correspondence should be sent to us at this new address.

Our new address is:
HETAS 
Severn House
Unit 5, Newtown Trading Estate
Green Lane
Tewkesbury
GL20 8HD
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Regulatory guidance has - to date - only 
concentrated on traditionally aspirated 
appliances that take air from the room to 
work, but more recently manufacturers 
have started to supply appliances 
capable of being installed with an 
external air supply duct that brings the 
combustion air directly from outside the 
building into the combustion chamber. 
This is in a bid to remove the need for a 
combustion air brick and partially isolate 
the combustion air circuit from the room 
air. 

External air supplies to appliances 
are relatively new to the UK and 
experience is needed to show 
they operate at least as safely as a 
traditional appliance that takes air 
directly from the room. Though very 
similar in principal to a traditionally 
aspirated appliance there are 
differences that affect the combustion 
and possibly the safety of the 
appliance in use.  

Traditionally the majority of solid fuel 
and biomass appliances have been 
designed to take combustion air 
directly from the room the appliance 
is situated in.  This has typically 
necessitated the need for permanently 
open ventilation to be provided 
into the room to supply sufficient 
combustion air requirements for the 
appliance to operate safely.  Whilst 
the permanently open ventilation 
provides the necessary combustion 
air for the appliance to work safely, it 
also allows both warm air to escape, 
and cold drafts in to the room. This 
happens even when the appliance isn’t 
in use.  The addition of permanent 
ventilation, such as an air brick, is 
a typical objection received from 
consumers wishing to have a solid 
fuel appliance installed, but wanting 
to retain a draught free and efficient 
environment within their home.

External Air Supply to Appliances

HETAS Technical Director Robert Burke on the differing installation requirements of direct air and 
externally aspirated solid fuel appliances.

In winter the appliance and chimney 
may be much colder when not in use 
due to circulating air through them 
being at the external air temperature.  
This may cause problems with 
reducing the draw of the chimney 
and making it difficult to light the 
appliance, or create condensation 
on the appliance and flue pipe when 
it is not in use.  Also colder air being 
fed into the combustion chamber 
or restrictions of the air through the 
supply duct may cause emission 
problems with the appliance.

http://www.hetas.co.uk
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All the previously mentioned issues need to be resolved and to this end members 
of the HETAS Technical Committee have, over the past five years, been carrying out 
research and laboratory testing to show these appliances don’t create any unseen 
hazards.  

Work has been progressing well with this project and we are hopeful that consensus 
will be reached with UK manufacturers as to what the minimum specification for 
an external air supply appliance system should be, if it is to be installed without 
permanently open combustion air ventilation to the room the appliance is installed in. 

In particular six members of the HETAS Technical Committee need special mention 
for each supplying an appliance and funding the testing of their appliance in a 
sealed laboratory room at Kiwa Gastec whilst the air quality of the sealed room was 
monitored. These manufacturers are AJ Wells Ltd, Charlton and Jenrick Ltd, Chesneys 
Ltd, Euroheat Ltd, Morso Ltd and Waterford Stanley Ltd.

Until the External Air Supply project is 
drawn to a conclusion, and standards and 
regulations can be updated with new 
industry guidance, competent installers are 
left in the position that if they are to sign 
off the installation they must comply with 
current Building Regulations guidance - 
which in most cases requires permanently 
open ventilation to the room the appliance 
is installed in, even if the appliance has an 
external air supply.

Hopefully in the not too distant future we will be in a position to update the 
guidance on the installation of appliances fitted with an external air supply duct, 
but until then the current guidance must be complied with. 

As a registered competent installer the only option available to you if the customer 
wishes to have an external air supply appliance but insists on the appliance being 
installed without a combustion air ventilator, is to carry out the work under a Building 
Control Notice. 

This will require you to submit plans and a description of the installation and 
gain authorisation of the work from the local building control officer before work 
commences. 

The Building Control officer - if he feels it is safe - has the authority to deviate from the 
Building Regulations guidance.  A registered competent installer must always comply 
with the guidance.
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HETAS HETAS

Latest from the HETAS Technical Helpline

HETAS Technical Officers Alan Young, Stephen Shepherd 
and the rest of the HETAS Technical Team tackle the latest 
‘top ten’ Frequently Asked Questions asked by you.

 1.  Which grade of Stainless steel flexible 
liners should I use for a solid fuel 
appliance?  
Both 316 and 904 stainless steel twin wall liners are suitable for use with solid multi-
fuel appliances however the 904 grade is a higher specification steel than a 316 grade.  
If the appliance is used for slow burning or a low quality fuel is used, then a 904 
liner may be better suited, as its resistance to higher levels of corrosive condensates 
is greater.  This may also be advised on very high efficiency appliances where there 
may be more condensation produced. It is down to the installer to make an informed 
choice on consultation with the manufacturer and customer.  

 2.  How do I calculate flue size for an open fire?  
  Flue size is dependent upon the area of the fireplace opening. The flue size can be 
worked out as 15% of the builder’s opening area. ADJ 2010; Table 2 (Page 30,) has two 
general minimum size flue for an open fire; 200mm diameter or square/rectangular 
with a minimum dimension of 175 mm. This covers builder’s openings up to 500 x 
550mm. 

      For openings that are larger than this, or where the open fire is open at more than just 
the front, e.g. fires under a canopy or a central open fire in a central chimney breast, 
you will need to measure the opening area around the fire and calculate the chimney’s 
dimensional cross-sectional area as 15% of this opening, as described in Paragraph 
2.7 of ADJ 2010. Additional information on measuring fire opening can be found in 
ADJ 2010 Appendix B (Page 70.)  BS 8303 - 1- 1994 ; suggests Gathers should begin 
anywhere between the throat forming lintel of the builder’s 
opening to a measurement of approximately 1100mm;  
measured from the hearth.

 3.  A homeowner has issued me with a written 
statement refusing the installation of 
permanent open air vent? Is this allowed?  
No - Refer to Approved Document J 2010 Section 2.

 4.  Does a CO monitor need to be fixed?  
Yes - ADJ 2010 Sections 2.34 -2.36.

 5.  Do I need to notify a flexible flue liner?  
Yes - Statutory Instruments 2010 Schedule 4.  See ADJ 
2010 Paragraph 1.35.

http://www.hetas.co.uk
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 6.  What is the distance above the stove to combustible materials i.e. a wooden 
beam? 

   Manufacturer’s instructions may give clarity on this, there is a school of thought 
that 3 x the diameter of the flue pipe may suffice. However this is not covered within 
Building Regulations; HETAS would advise without definitive instructions from 
manufacturers that combustible material isn’t installed above an appliance.

 7.  Can I use fire retardant expanding foam to fill the space between a flue 
liner and brick stack? No – Use suitable components recommended by the liner 
manufacturer or appropriate Non-Combustible Material (see Q.10.) If it is between a 
flex liner and the fireplace opening it should be closed with a closure plate that fills the 
gap. If it is the annulus between the flue and chimney brickwork it should be insulated 
or ventilated according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

 8.  Can I install an antique stove? Are Manufacturer’s instructions available? Are 
you able to ascertain the output and efficiencies of the appliance? If ‘No’ then the 
installation would not be deemed as meeting the requirements of the Building 
Regulations as such HETAS would advise against fitting the appliance.  See page 8 in 
the 2014 HETAS Guide “Installation of Non-Approved Appliances.”

 9.  Do I need to ‘Duct’ combustion air through a floor? No - as long as there is an 
uninterrupted void communicating with the air vent. Refer to ADJ 2010 Diagram 10 
(Page 20.)  [Also note Paragraph 1.17 for properties in Radon Areas.] 

 10.  Can ‘fire retardant plasterboard’ be used?   No. This material is not A1 rated and is 
classified as combustible.  See the definition of ‘Non Combustible Material’ in ADJ 2010 
Page 15 Paragraph 31.Approved Document B 2010 Table A6.

The HETAS Technical Helpline is offered to HETAS Registered Businesses and 
industry specifiers 9am - 5pm Monday to Thursday, 9am -4.30pm Friday and is closed 
Bank Holidays and weekends.

Our new number is 01684 278194 or you can continue to email  
technical@hetas.co.uk. 

Please remember to quote your HETAS registered business number in the subject line 
of your email or have it to hand when you call so we can verify your identity. 

Do you have an Installation FAQ that you’d like HETAS to discuss internally and respond 
to in our bulletin? Email us at the addess above! 

More Technical Helpline FAQ’s in our next bulletin.

mailto:technical@hetas.co.uk
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The Fitting Of Open-Flued Appliances In Garages

Brian Bailey, Andy Mathews and the rest of the HETAS Technical Team clarify the 
current position on a variety of issues surrounding the installation of solid fuel 
appliances in garages attached to dwellings.

HETAS has discussed this at length internally and have also contacted 
LABC at a national level for their official viewpoint.  We have not yet 
received a response from LABC.  In the absence of such guidance, we 
strongly recommend that the opinion of the Local Authority Building 
Control Officer is sought as there may be a localised requirement. 

This is a fairly complicated issue as effectively you are changing/
including the use of the garage to/as a boiler room so there 
are certain aspects that need to be considered if the garage is 
integral to the dwelling or attached property.

The garage within the dwelling should be of or be brought up to 
the following standard: 

 y  It should have 30 minutes fire resistance to walls and ceilings. If the space is 
under 40 sq m then the linings should meet National Class 3 to BS476 materials 
More than 40 sq m then National Class 1 linings are required.

 y All doors must be fitted with self closing devices.

 y  The floor should fall away to the external doorway, any internal door should be 
at least 100mm above the garage floor. 

 y Intumescent seals to doors and service shafts providing 30 minutes protection.

HETAS recommend that prior to the installation of an biomass boiler in a garage 
that a full risk assessment is carried out to alert the property owner of any 
potential risks. 

The owner should then check with their buildings insurer for any restrictions or 
conditions imposed before going ahead with the installation. The insurer may 
have covenants or restrictions on the use of the building, in which case may ask 
for a design specification before any work can proceed. 

A concealed self closing device

http://www.hetas.co.uk
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A risk assessment approach based on appliance manufacturers’ recommendations 
for their specific appliance would give the best outcome.  In all cases the appliance 
manufacturer should provide advice for installation in a garage.

High risk   =  build a separating wall between the boiler and garage (not necessarily fire 
rated) but sufficient to stop possible combustible gases or dust into what 
will be the boiler room.  Compartmentalisation already exists between the 
garage and dwelling.

Medium risk   =  add a cage around the appliance to maintain combustible distances and 
add instruction/warning signs, eg “Hot surfaces! Do not allow dust or debris 
to build up on appliance.” &  “Do not store flammable liquids in garage” 
etc.

Low risk   =  fit the appliance in the garage and designate the garage a boiler room, add 
instruction signs etc.

Some of the points that would need to be considered for the risk assessment:-

 y  The garage is already a separate fire compartment from the house so 
compartmentalisation of the appliance is already achieved with regards to the 
habitable dwelling, but are there other fire dangers in the garage.

 y  Garages are designed with a sloping floor to a drain point, usually under the garage 
door.  The slope assists to remove any spilled fluids (including petrol) from the garage, 
it also helps petrol and solvent based paint vapours (which are heavy) to flow out of 
the garage - assuming there is a gap under the door.  If the floor slopes towards the 
appliance this could be considered an increased risk.

 y  There is no requirement for ventilation in a garage, it could be hermetically sealed 
(though unlikely) Additional permanent ventilation for the appliance will need to be 
installed.

 y  Will the atmosphere in the garage become potentially explosive? It’s unlikely, 
otherwise electric fittings would need to be spark-proof and gas, oil and solid fuel 
appliances would be banned.

 y  Many garages are also used as DIY workshops and can generate significant amounts 
of combustible dust.  This may present an additional risk if dust settles and builds up 
on hot surfaces or a dusty environment is created when the appliance is operating.

 y  Will junk, packaging old furniture etc. be stored in the garage and is it likely to be 
pushed tight against the appliance or come in to contact with the connecting flue 
pipe or chimney? Although EN 303-5 appliances have cool outer cases (required in the 
standard) clearances are required around appliances for service access and combustion 
air vents must not be blocked. 
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Flexible Liner & Flue Installation

Do you have to insulate the top section? Installer Support and 
Technical Helpline Manager  Mike Harvey answers a question 
raised at the recent HETAS Live! event.

The decision to insulate would be dependent on the 
install in question. We would recommend that ideally 
a chimney pot would be no higher than 600mm 
due to the fact that flue gases can cool within the 
terminal to the point of condense.  In a scenario where the liner has been 
insulated throughout its length then we would advise insulating to the top 
of the chimney pot in order to help negate any cooling.

If a liner hasn’t been insulated then a way of insulating the chimney pot would 
be to remove the chimney pot, install a clamping plate, replace the chimney pot 
on top of the plate, flaunch/ bench with suitable mortar mix ensuring weather 
proof then insulate the annular space between the liner and the chimney pot 
appropriately.

Care must however be taken to ensure appropriate weathering is undertaken 
so as to ensure no water ingress into the insulation between the liner and the 
chimney pot in order to avoid frost damage which may cause cracking of the 
chimney pot.

As a result of our growing industry and changes to the CPS 
scheme HETAS is expanding our team of mobile inspectors.  
Several opportunities to join us have arisen and we are now 
looking for additional full or part time Site Inspectors in Scotland 
for the HETAS Microgeneration Certification Scheme and 
Competent Person Scheme.  

The successful candidates will be promoting the safe 
and effective use of solid fuels, biomass and related 
technologies and assessing competence of Registered 
Installer businesses in accordance with safety, regulation and 
applicable standards - including the requirements of HETAS 
Registration. 

Please be aware that it is not possible for an active installer to simultaneously 
perform duties as a HETAS Inspector as this may lead to a conflict of interest. 

If you’re interested in working as a HETAS Site Inspector you should be prepared 
to travel within a designated area and as such a UK driving license, thorough 
knowledge of current standards, Building Regulations and industry experience are 
an absolute must. 

For further information on joining a great team or to apply with your CV please 
email us at Michael.Harvey@hetas.co.uk

Additional Full or Part-time Site Inspector Positions 
 Available with HETAS - Scotland

http://www.hetas.co.uk
mailto:Michael.Harvey%40hetas.co.uk?subject=
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Jeremy Hull

HETAS welcomes Jeremy Hull who joins us as Head of 
Registration.  Jeremy will be  overseeing registration operations 
and the installer services team. He will also contribute to planning 
and development of the overall HETAS business.  
For 13 years Jeremy was managing fuel supplies and contracts 
at one of the UK’s biggest liquefied petroleum gas distributors. 
Previously he was an analyst with a major retail chain and trained 
in project management with a large engineering company.  
Outside work, he is a keen runner and mountaineer.

Online Notifications Update

New HETAS Head of Registration Jeremy Hull  (pictured above) brings you up to speed on some of 
the latest developments at HETAS.

There are now more options than ever before for doing your notifications. 
Since launching the on-line facility for installers, we’ve already passed 6000 
notifications via the HETAS website. People seem to like the convenience of the 
on-line format. Please let us know if you have any feedback on how we could 
make it better. 

However, it is disappointing that failure to issue a certificate of compliance continues to 
be one of the most frequent complaints received at HETAS from consumers. 

The cost of notifying is very small.  We remind businesses that it is mandatory to notify 
every installation within seven days of completion, either on-line or by returning a 
paper certificate to HETAS. 

Without it:

 y  You could be prosecuted for 
not complying with Building 
Regulations. 

 y  You are risking suspension from 
the HETAS CPS scheme.

 y  The householder won’t have 
the certificates of compliance 
they may need in order to sell 
the property in future, and this 
may even  invalidate their house 
insurance.

We’d be glad to hear of any ways we could help 
eliminate missing notifications.

New Team Member
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Add Your Plumbing Competencies

HETAS has extended the scope of its self-certification 
scheme, to include plumbing and sanitary ware.

 The new categories include:

 y  Installation of a sanitary convenience, sink, 
washbasin, bidet, fixed bath, shower or 
bathroom in a dwelling, which does not involve 
work on shared or underground drainage  

 y  Installation of a wholesome cold water supply 
or a softened wholesome cold water supply.

Typically the relevant competencies can be 
demonstrated by:

 y  An NVQ Level 2 Diploma in Plumbing & 
Heating, 

 and;

 y A Water Regulations Advisory Scheme (WRAS) certificate. 

If you also have a QCF Level 3 Award In the Installation & Maintenance of Water Harvesting 
& Re-use Systems, HETAS can cover installation of a supply of non-wholesome water to 
an appropriate sanitary convenience.

If you have these qualifications, or the equivalent, please call us on  
01684 278170 or email registration@hetas.co.uk.  We’ll talk you through how to 
extend your HETAS registration. 

The HETAS Technical Handbook - Second Edition

As you are aware HETAS provide all Registered Installer businesses with a Technical 
Handbook manual in a tough A5 binder on initial registration.  Designed to accompany 
you to on-site installations, the quick reference Handbook contains a wealth of best 
practise information for the hands-on installer. 

The HETAS team have been working hard this 
summer to bring the document fully up to date 
and have produced a fully revised second edition 
packed with the latest updates to standards and 
regulations, best practise and a new Table of 
Contents.   
The Second Edition Handbook will be sent 
out (inserts only - keep hold of your binder!) 
free of charge to all HETAS Registered Installer 
Businesses in the next two weeks.

Additional copies will be available from the HETAS online shop - shop.hetas.co.uk.

http://www.hetas.co.uk
mailto:registration%40hetas.co.uk?subject=Adding%20plumbing%20competencies
shop.hetas.co.uk
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Feed & Expansion Cistern & Related Components

HETAS Installer Support and Technical Helpline Manager Mike Harvey on the 
specifications and regulations surrounding header tanks. 

A feed and expansion cistern connected to a system heated by 
wet solid fuel appliance should either be of metal construction 
(copper, stainless steel etc.) or manufactured of a material that 
has been certified as being suitable for temperatures up to 110°C.  
Consideration of the ‘type of water’ present within the area should 
be given - whether ‘Soft’ or ‘Hard’ - as this may have a bearing on 
which type of material should be used.  For instance a typically soft 
water area may give rise to a shortened lifespan of a copper header due to the ‘acidic’ 
nature of the water, unless it is fitted with a sacrificial anode.  A simple PH test may 
be undertaken to ascertain which type of water is present in this scenario - it may be 
prudent to install a ‘stainless steel’ tank’

Galvanised tanks may be subject to Galvanic Corrosion dependent on the water 
changes present within the system, expansion of water due to heating and 
cooling will inevitably lead to water displacement hence aerated water will 
enter the header tank resulting in ‘rusting’ and possible pin holing.  With this in 
mind HETAS would not advise use of ‘Galvanised Steel’. 

The capacity of the cistern should be at least one twentieth of the total system 
volume.

The cistern should be fitted with a brass float operated valve that is manufactured to 
BS 1212 Pt. 2 and is fitted with an appropriately sized copper float. 

The overflow pipe should be either made of metal or manufactured from a material 
that has been certified as being suitable for temperatures up to 110°C. The overflow 
pipe should be made of metal and supported along its entire length. The outlet must 
be terminated in a safe and visible location. 
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Should you visit an existing installation with the intention of replacing the 
boiler stove then the above and any other associated fittings or requirements 
as per Approved Document G and Water Regulations Advisory Scheme (WRAS) 
and Manufacturer’s Instructions would need to be adhered to.
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Servicing Company - HETAS Registered Business Details Inspecting Property Address Owner/Agent/ Landlord Details

Registered 
Business No.

Registered 
Business 
Name:

Name: Name:

Name:
Address: Address:

Address:

Postcode: Postcode: Postcode:

Telephone: Telephone: Telephone:

Mobile: Mobile: Mobile:

This Safety Record

Issued by Signed: Print Name: Date:

Received on behalf of Tenant/
Landlord/Agent/Homeowner

Signed: Print Name: Date:

Number of Appliances Inspected Next Inspection Due:

Ref No./Other Notes: 

 Appliance & Inspection Details    

Location Appliance Type Make Model Nominal Output Correct Hearth 
Size Y/N

Fire Guard Fixing 
Points Y/N

Chimney 
Structure Sound 

Y/N

Chimney Swept 
Y/N

Flue Clear Of 
Obstruction Y/N

Sweep Brush 
Visible At Top Of 

Chimney Y/N

Termination 
Satisfactory Y/N

Visual Condition 
Pass/Fail

Extractor Fans In 
Use Y/N

Smoke Draw Test 
Pass/Fail

Smoke Pressure 
Test   Pass/Fail Flue Type Flue Draught 

Reading (Pa) Ventilation Type
 Ventilation 

Air Provision 
Satisfactory Y/N

Combustion  
Air Provision 

Satisfactory Y/N

Flue Performance 
Tests Satisfactory  

Y/N

Safety Devices  
Operating 

Correctly Y/N

Appliance 
Serviced Y/N

Appliance Safe 
To Use Y/N

Warning/Advice 
Notice? Y/N

Defects Identi� ed Remedial Work Required Does the tenant know how to use the system?

Operating instructions present?

Type of cylinder and location?

Immersion heater present?

Using approved fuel?

Smoke/� re alarm present?

CO detector/alarm present?

Landlord/ Agent/Homeowner/Occupier Safety Record for Solid Fuel Appliances
This inspection is for safety purposes only. Flues have been inspected visually and checked for satisfactory evacuation of products of combustion.  

A detailed internal inspection of the � ue integrity and lining has not been carried out (unless explicitly stated).  This report is valid on the day of inspection only.

A
ppendix 13.  Landlord/A

gent/H
om

eow
ner/O

ccupier Safety Record

Triplicate Pads of this docum
ent are available to purchase from

 the H
ETA

S shop. 
shop.hetas.co.ukSPECIMEN

HETAS Registered Installer Triplicate Landlords/Tenants/Occupier Safety Record 
pads are now available fore you to buy exclusively at the HETAS online shop; 
shop.hetas.co.uk.

It is imperative that the homeowner is made aware of anything you would 
deem as not to current standard prior to installation. 

Your Contact Details - Please Keep Us Up To Date!

HETAS may try and contact you by phone, email, or even SMS alert so it’s more 
important than ever that you keep us up to date with your contact details, or you 
might miss important updates, our E-News, or future Technical Bulletins.  
If you think some of your contact details with HETAS - in particular your 
mobile number and email address - might be out of date please just give 
us a quick call to check on 01684 278170 or email with your business 
registration number to info@hetas.co.uk.

http://www.hetas.co.uk
mailto:info%40hetas.co.uk?subject=
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Logo Use

HETAS are very vigilant when it comes to ensuring our 
registrants and stakeholders use the correct logos for 
the schemes you are registered on.  This minimizes 
fraudulent or incorrect use of the logo and reduces 
confusion amongst consumers.  

We can provide you with the best file type of the logo, be it for an outdoor banner, 
vehicle sign, website or letterhead.  If you have any questions about logo use or require 
a logo for your literature please contact us with your business registration number and 
requirements at marketing@hetas.co.uk. 

What do you think of our Technical Bulletin? 

Are there any topics you’d like to see discussed in future Bulletins?  
Let us know at marketing@hetas.co.uk and find us on social media!   
Don’t forget to check your inbox for our regular monthly e-newsletter, 
detailing new Approved Products, highlighting industry events and 
bringing you the very latest news.
All applicable regulations, standards and legislation should be met in full. This guidance is not necessarily exhaustive or definitive and may change 
from time to time. This document provides notes and generous illustrations to elaborate on the text content. The reader should appreciate that 
the illustrations are used to emphasize a point of theory and must not be accepted as to scale or the only solution. No guidance is ever complete. 
Therefore readers are recommended to seek other sources of reference to maximize information and to gain a thorough comprehension of 
the subjects discussed. Registered or certified installers must ensure they have a system to identify all applicable regulations and changes with 
consideration to geographical locations. All work practices must be in compliance with all relevant Health and Safety regulations. This document is 
based on the best knowledge available at the time of publication. However no responsibility of any kind for any injury, death, loss, damage or delay 
however caused resulting from the use of this theory or recommendations can be accepted by HETAS Ltd or others involved in its publication. This 
publication is primarily intended to provide guidance and information to those responsible for the design, installation, commissioning, operation 
and maintenance of solid fuel appliances or associated products. It will be necessary for users of this guidance to exercise their own professional 
judgment when deciding whether to abide by or depart from it.

marketing@hetas.co.uk
discussed.Registered
products.It
https://www.facebook.com/hetasuk
http://www.linkedin.com/company/2278965
https://twitter.com/hetas_uk
https://plus.google.com/+hetas/about
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	Combustible Roofs
	HETAS Technical Director Robert Burke on the issues surrounding higher efficiency appliances replacing open fires in buildings with roofs made of thatch or other combustible surfaces. 
	HETAS Has Moved
	External Air Supply to Appliances
	HETAS Technical Director Robert Burke on the differing installation requirements of direct air and externally aspirated solid fuel appliances.
	Latest from the HETAS Technical Helpline
	HETAS Technical Officers and helpline aficionados Alan Young, Stephen Shepherd and the rest of the HETAS Technical Team tackle the latest ‘top ten’ Frequently Asked Questions asked by you.

	The Fitting Of Open-Flued Appliances In Garages
	Brian Bailey, Andy Mathews and the rest of the HETAS Technical Team clarify the current position on a variety of issues surrounding the installation of solid fuel appliances in garages attached to dwellings.

	Flexible Liner & Flue Installation
	Do you have to insulate the top section? Installer Support and Technical Helpline Manager  Mike Harvey answers a question raised at the recent HETAS Live! event.

	Additional Full or Part-time Site Inspector Positions
 Available with HETAS - Scotland
	Online Notifications Update
	New HETAS Head of Registration Jeremy Hull  (pictured above) brings you up to speed on some of the latest developments at HETAS.

	New Team Member
	Add Your Plumbing Competencies
	HETAS has extended the scope of its self-certification scheme, to include plumbing and sanitary ware.

	The HETAS Technical Handbook - Second Edition
	Feed & Expansion Cistern & Related Components
	HETAS Installer Support and Technical Helpline Manager Mike Harvey on the specifications and regulations surrounding header tanks. 






